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Best of all, it’s backed by Colonial Life’s prompt,  
accurate and courteous customer service.

Group Critical Care1.0  

      Health care costs are on the rise....

  Gaps in coverage leave employees vulnerable....

Don’t let a serious illness knock down 
what your employees work so hard to achieve.



Heart attack. Stroke. Cancer.  
These are just some of the major diseases we all dread.  

 
  How long will it take to recuperate?

   How expensive will recovery be?

  Is major medical coverage  
  enough protection?

  How can you provide comprehensive 
  coverage for your employees?

Survival: it’s in the cards
Chances are you know someone who has been diagnosed with  
cancer, a heart attack or stroke. You understand the emotional and 
financial toll one of these illnesses can have on a family. The good  
news is that most people survive. 

When health insurance isn’t enough
A major medical plan is an employee’s foundation of protection,  
but it doesn’t cover everything.  And these non-covered expenses— 
both medical and/or non-medical—can quickly add up. 

Serious diseases can usually involve co-payments,  deductibles  
and out-of-network costs. In addition, managing the non-medical  
expenses such as mortgage or rent, utilities and household  
modifications comes into play.

And health insurance costs continue to grow
You’re challenged with trying to provide your employees the best coverage 
available while also trying to keep your benefit costs under control.

What can you do to help your employees brace   
against the financial impact of a specified disease?
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What can you do to help your employees brace   
against the financial impact of a specified disease?

Group Critical Care 1.0 – 
Critical Illness and Cancer coverage, together in one policy.

How it Works
This insurance policy provides your employees with additional financial protection to help them  
with the medical and non-medical costs of a specified disease.

You choose a plan that pays an initial lump sum benefit after a covered critical illness or cancer is  
diagnosed. You can also choose to include an optional cancer benefit that pays a monthly benefit  
for extended treatment of cancer.*

Your employees are paid benefits they can use any way they wish.

Why it’s appealing

It’s innovative 
This plan is there when your employees need it. Not only will it pay multiple times for multiple conditions,  
it offers an additional benefit for extended treatment and care of cancer.*

It’s not complicated 
The plan pays lump sum benefits upon diagnosis of a covered critical illness or cancer.*  The optional  
Cancer Treatment and Care Benefit only requires one bill per month for covered treatment, so there’s  
no cumbersome claims process.  

It’s flexible 
Choose the plan design that best fits your benefits package and employees’ needs. You choose the plan, 
while your employees choose the face amount. 

It’s accessible 
If participation requirements are met, Guaranteed Issue coverage is available, which means all your 
employees and their covered family members can get coverage regardless of their medical history. 

It’s compliant with HSAs  
You may provide coverage that can be used alongside employees’ Health Savings Accounts.

*Internal or invasive cancer or carcinoma in situ.
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Best of all, it’s backed by Colonial Life’s prompt,  
accurate and courteous customer service.

Why your employees will like it
l  Employees will have the comfort of knowing they have protection  
 against the expenses a serious illness can bring.

l  Your employees choose a face amount that best meets the needs  
 of the employees and their covered family members. 

l Premiums are paid through convenient payroll deduction.

l Benefits are paid regardless of any other insurance coverage they may have  
 with other insurance companies, and are paid directly to them, unless they  
 specify otherwise. They can use their benefits any way they wish.

l It’s portable. They can take the coverage with them if they change jobs or retire.

Why you should consider it
With Group Critical Care 1.0, you can help provide your employees extra security and still 
manage your benefit costs.

This product is marketed, underwritten and administered by one company—Colonial Life, 
which means you are working with us.

And, when you work with us, you get a national team of trained benefit counselors who will 
educate and enroll your employees during 1-to-1 benefits counseling sessions to ensure they 
will understand and appreciate all the benefits they have.

 

Ready to start making benefits count? 
Contact your Colonial Life benefits counselor today for a proposal and rates.


